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ACCORDING TO MEDIA REPORTS THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY 15,000 APP DELIVERY WORKERS IN THE COUNTRY AND 200,000 RIDE-HAILING WORKERS (CHILE’S POPULATION 19MM).


 According to Chile’s National Statistics Institute (INE), in the period between May to July, the unemployment rate reached 13%.

A RECENT MEDIA ARTICLE TITLED AS “HISTORIC” THE INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF DELIVERY WORKERS, REACHING 20% IN THE CASE OF PEDIDOS YA (FOOD DELIVERY), AND 78% IN THE CASE OF CABIFY (HAIL-RIDING).
THE MAJORITY OF CHILEANS HAVE USED AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR DIFFERENT APPS. MOSTLY ARE RIDE-HAILING (E.G. UBER) (82.7%), MARKET PLACE PLATFORMS (54.8%), AND GROCERY SHOPPING APPS (49.5%).

ONLY 4% OF CHILEANS DECLARE NOT USING APPS FOR LEGAL CONCERNS.

65% CONSIDER THE LACK OF REGULATION AS AN INCONVENIENT FOR THE PROSPERITY OF THIS MARKET.

General background of the gig economy in Chile: the workers

- Data available is mostly about ride-hailing workers. There is an estimated of 200,000 app-based drivers in Chile.

- Those workers value flexibility, but they declare very long working hours.

- 30% of drivers operating more than 50 hours per week, and 20% of drivers more than 12 hours per day.

The COVID-19 experience for gig workers

- **Deliverers are unprotected and face an unusual demand due to the quarantine and isolation that is recommended to the population to avoid contagion, a luxury they cannot afford**: They are at the frontlines yet their labour still has no recognition (Bonhomme, Arriagada, Ibáñez 2020).

- **In Chile, protests by food delivery workers denouncing the working conditions they face and demanding safety and dignity at work have already started** (El Mostrador 2020); and everything indicates they are going to persist over time as the economic recession deepens.

- **Only this year, three strikes took place in April, July, and August, led by food delivery workers. Their demands were in relation to fair payment, considering that some apps (e.g. Rappi and Pedidos Ya) changed their fees during the first months of the pandemic (March-June), and for the provision of protective equipment (e.g. masks, alcohol gel).**

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK AND RECENT POLICY DEVELOPMENTS
The most comprehensive bill so far was presented in 2019 by two members of Congress from the left-wing coalition Frente Amplio.

By classifying platform workers as employees, the bill intends to provide them with a range of rights (e.g. working time and rests, transparency in subjects such as decision-making, data collection and scoring).

To this end, the bill creates a new form of employment contract within the Labour Code, recognising the specific characteristics of the platform economy’s working arrangements.
OUR RESEARCH TODAY

• Workshop with workers, executives, and the team (October 2019).

• 38 interviews with workers from 7 different platforms (May 2020).

• Now we started interviewing platform executives. We have initial meetings with platform executives asking or evidence before publishing our final scores.
FINDINGS

- In general we've been interviewing full-time workers (mostly of our sample).

- In the case of drivers they are worried about inspectors that fine them for working illegally.

- In the case of shoppers and riders they are worried for the lack of protection (during COVID-19).
POTENTIAL TOPICS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

- Migrants and their activities as illegal workers and gig workers (double identity, as undocumented and illegal workers).

- The role of informal online groups to share information with peers, and the role of spaces where communication between workers take place (e.g. outside restaurants).

- Algorithms, privacy and the organization of labor.
KEY IMPACTS/FURTHER ISSUES

- Facing an economic recession we don't know how the gig economy will be affected (e.g. increasing the number of gig workers, working conditions). We need more data, ideally national data about gig workers.

- There is an opportunity to talk about the gig economy publicly. Workers protests are gaining media attention.
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